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When a polychromatic light illuminates a grating, an achromatic and continuous self-imaging regime is produced,
what means that Talbot planes are eliminated. In this work, we investigate the existence of this continuous regime for
generalized grating imaging. We have found that amplitude gratings with sinusoidal profiles may form, under
monochromatic and partially coherent illumination, pseudoimages whose contrast or modulation present a smooth
dependence on the gap between the two gratings.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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There are several processes for creating images
of a grating by using only gratings as imaging el-
ements, being the most known the Talbot effect [1].
Self-images of the grating appear under mono-
chromatic and spatially coherent light and they are
located at positions zN given by zN ¼ N p2=kð Þ,* Corresponding author. Tel.: +34-91-394-4555; fax: +34-91-
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doi:10.1016/j.optcom.2004.03.024where p is the period of the grating, k is the
wavelength of illuminating light and N the order of
the self-image, any positive integer. The odd self-
images (N odd) of a grating with aspect ratio 0.5
present contrast reversal, that is, the images are
shifted by p=2 with respect to the original grating.
The contrast of the Talbot images decreases as
coherence of the illuminating beam (both temporal
or spatial) is reduced. This contrast reduction in-
creases as the ratio p=k decreases, or as the order
of the self-image increases. Grating self-imaging,
its applications, and its effect in metrological sys-
tems using gratings have been extensively studied
[2–4].ed.
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one grating acts as an imaging element for another
grating, such as the Lau effect [5,6], where two
gratings with identical periods are illuminated with
a monochromatic light source with finite exten-
sion, and a pseudoimage of the first grating is
formed at the focal plane of a lens located behind
the second grating (that is, the image is formed at
infinity). In the Lau effect, the lack of spatial co-
herence of the source is a key condition. The
presence of many incoherent light paths leads to a
simple geometrical interpretation for the image
formation in the Lau configuration, but there re-
mains a fundamental phenomenon related to the
wave nature of light: the distance between the two
gratings must be a Talbot distance in order that
the Lau image may be formed. The period of the
Lau fringes depends on the period of the gratings,
the gap between them and the focal length of the
lens employed.
When the periods of the gratings are not
equal, a lens is no longer necessary and
pseudoimages form at many different locations
after the second grating. Period and transmit-
tance profile are not equal to that of the first or
second grating, so the periodic patterns formed
after the second grating are named pseudo-
images. The whole phenomenon is called gen-
eralized grating imaging. The effect has been
investigated by a number of authors. Patorski
described pseudoimages as the incoherent su-
perposition of self-images of the second grating
created by each of the slits of the first grating
[7]. Swanson and Leith [8] used the source model
usually employed in the analysis of the Lau ef-
fect (totally incoherent source of infinite size
infinitely far away). They obtained an expression
for the location of the pseudoimages, but their
analysis implies that depth of field of the images
is zero. Tu and Zhan, as well as Olszak and
Wronkowsky used phase space distribution
functions to cope with partial coherence of the
source [9,10]. In more recent works by Crespo
et al. [11,12], similar results to those of Tu and
Olszak are obtained by means of a finite source
model at finite distance from the first grating.
These authors analyze the location, depth of
focus and modulation of the pseudoimages, alsogiving approximate analytical expressions for
these parameters, as well as an indexation
scheme of the obtained pseudoimages.
Pseudoimaging has many similarities with the
Lau effect, although is a more general phenome-
non. One of the similarities is that the contrast of
any pseudoimage strongly depends on the gap
between the gratings. A condition similar (but not
equal) to that of the Talbot distance must be met
in order that the pseudoimages have significant
contrast. The variation of this gap corresponding
to two consecutive maxima in the contrast of a
pseudoimage is in the order of p2=k. When the
grating periods are not too much larger than the
wavelength (let us say p=kK 10), then p2=k is just a
few tens of microns, and tiny perturbations of the
grating gap (in the order of p2=2k) may change the
contrast of the pseudoimage from a maximum to
near zero. Recently, Guerineau et al. have shown
that a continuum of self-images of a grating can be
obtained by using a polychromatic light source
[13–15]. This illumination provides a continuous
and achromatic self-image regime.
In this work, we investigate the existence of this
continuous regime for generalized grating imaging.
We have found that amplitude gratings with si-
nusoidal profiles may form, under monochromatic
and partially coherent illumination, pseudoimages
whose contrast or modulation present a smooth
dependence on the gap between the two gratings.
This property may lead to spectrometers or met-
rological devices which make use of the pseudoi-
maging phenomenon with extended robustness
and greater tolerances.2. Analytical expression for sinusoidal grating
imaging
Let us consider a double grating system as de-
picted in Fig. 1. The gratings are named G1 and G2,
with periods p1 and p2, respectively. The lateral
size of the source is S and we will assume it is
formed by a uniform distribution of independent
punctual sources of wavelength k. We will call z0,
z1 and z2 to the distances between the source and
the first grating, from the first to the second grat-
ing, and from the second grating to the observa-
 cos 2Xz0 z1ð½ þ z2Þ 2½ þ cos 2XRz0z2ð Þ;
Fig. 1. Setup for generalized grating imaging, showing the
parameters involved.
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where an and bm are the Fourier coefficients of
both gratings G1 xð Þ ¼
P
n an exp inq1xð Þ, G2 xð Þ ¼P
m bm exp imq2xð Þ, q1 and q2 being their respective
spatial frequencies qi ¼ 2p=pi, i ¼ 1; 2. The other
parameters in Eq. (1) are given by
a ¼ xq1z0=zT ; b ¼ xq1R z0ð þ z1Þ=zT ;
c ¼ pz0 z1ð þ z2Þ= 2zT zkð Þ;
d ¼ pR2z2 z0ð þ z1Þ= 2zT zkð Þ;
n ¼ pRz0z2= 2zT zkð Þ; g ¼ Sq1 z1ð þ z2Þ= 2zTð Þ;
s ¼ Sq1Rz2= 2zTð Þ;
where zT ¼ z0 þ z1 þ z2, R ¼ p1=p2, and finally
zk ¼ p21=2k is half the Talbot distance of the first
grating.
In order for a pseudoimage with significant
modulation exists, the argument of the sinc func-
tion must be zero [11]. The condition
g n n0ð Þ þ s m m0ð Þ ¼ 0 can be written, in terms
of the parameters of the problem, asz2 ¼
1
RQ 1 z1; ð2Þ
where Q ¼ M=N ¼ ðm m0Þ=ðn n0Þ is a ra-
tional number. According to this equation, given
any pair of gratings with a ratio of periods R, a
rational number Q ¼ M=N defines a straight
line in the plane z1; z2ð Þ with a slope
RQ 1ð Þ1:We call this straight line pseudoimage
of order (M,N).
For sinusoidal gratings the only Fourier coeffi-
cients different from zero are a1 ¼ b1 ¼
a1 ¼ b1 ¼ 1=4, a0 ¼ b0 ¼ 1=2 and, therefore, the
number of terms in Eq. (1) is 81. We have reor-
dered these terms according to N and M , since
sinc gN þ sM½  governs the location of pseudo-
images, and different values for N ;M produces
different pseudoimages. As both N and M run
from 2 to 2, there are 25 pairs ðN ;MÞ. However,
the pairs ðN ;MÞ and ðN ;MÞ correspond to the
same pseudoimage, as their slopes are coincident.
As a consequence, the number of pseudoimages is
reduced to 13: ð0; 0Þ, ð0; 1Þ, ð0; 2Þ, ð1;2Þ, ð1;1Þ,
ð1; 0Þ, ð1; 1Þ, ð1; 2Þ, ð2;2Þ, ð2;1Þ, ð2; 0Þ, ð2; 1Þ,





TjN j;M ; ð3Þ
where
T0;0 ¼ 18;
T0;1 ¼ 8 cos CR z0ð½ þ z1Þsinc WRz2½ 




2½ þ cos 2XRz0z2ð Þ;
T0;2 ¼ 2 cos 2CR z0ð½ þ z1Þsinc 2WRz2ð Þ
 2½ þ cos 4XRz0z2ð Þ;
T1;2 ¼ 4 cos C 1ð½f  2RÞz0  2Rz1g
 sinc W z1½f þ 1ð  2RÞz2g
 cos 2X z1½f þ 1ð  RÞz2z0g;
T1;1 ¼ 8 cos C Rð½f  1Þz0 þ Rz1g
 sinc W z1½f þ 1ð  RÞz2g
 cos XR 1ð½f  2RÞz0  2Rz1z2g
 cos Xz0 Rð½f  2Þz2  2z1g;
T1;0 ¼ 8 cos Cz0ð Þsinc W z1ð½ þ z2Þ
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 sinc W z1½f þ 1ð þ RÞz2g
 cos XR 1ð½f þ 2RÞz0 þ 2Rz1z2g
 cos Xz0 Rð½f þ 2Þz2 þ 2z1g;
T1;2 ¼ 4 cos C 1ð½f þ 2RÞz0 þ 2Rz1g
 sinc W z1½f þ 1ð þ 2RÞz2g
 cos 2X z1½f þ 1ð þ RÞz2z0g;
T2;2 ¼ cos 2C Rð½f  1Þz0 þ Rz1g
 sinc 2W z1½f þ 1ð  RÞz2g;
T2;1 ¼ 4 cos C Rð½f  2Þz0 þ Rz1g
 sinc W 2z1½f þ ð2 RÞz2g
 cos 2XR Rð½f  1Þz0 þ Rz1z2g;
T2;0 ¼ 2 cos Cz0ð Þ
 sinc 2W z1ð½ þ z2Þ 2½ þ cos 4XRz0z2ð Þ;
T2;1 ¼ 4 cos C 2ð½f þ RÞz0 þ Rz1g
 sinc W 2z1½f þ ð2þ RÞz2g
 cos 2XR 1ð½f þ RÞz0 þ Rz1z2g;
T2;2 ¼ cos 2C Rð½f þ 1Þz0 þ Rz1g
 sinc 2W z1½f þ 1ð þ RÞz2g;
with C ¼ xq1=zT , W ¼ Sq1=2zT , and X ¼ p=4zT zk:
Each of these 13 terms (except T0;0 which is
constant) present four multiplicative factors: (1) A
constant value, related to the Fourier coefficients
of both gratings, which determines the maximum
amplitude of the pseudoimage. (2) A sinc factor
which determines the pseudoimage location ðz1; z2Þ
and the relation between its width and the source
size. (3) A cosine factor with an argument de-
pending linearly on x, and which determines its
spatial period and (4) one or several cosine factors,
which determine the modulation of the pseudo-
image and depends on the periods of the gratings,
distances involved and wavelength.3. Analysis of pseudoimages
As stated in Eq. (2), the location of the
pseudoimages depends on the Q factor. Two
pseudoimages with the same Q value overlap.
Overlapping of pseudoimages with different but
similar Q values will depend on the extension ofthe region in the plane z1; z2ð Þ where the sinc
function reaches significant values, which in turn
depends on the ratio Sq1=zT .
The distances z1 and z2 must take positive val-
ues, so for a pseudoimage to be real the slope
RQ 1ð Þ1 must be positive. The meaning of a
negative value of the slope is that the pseudoimage
is virtual, and henceforth its contribution to the
irradiance at any plane with z2 > 0 is negligible.
From Eq. (3), we can see that only the pseudo-
images T1;1; T2;2; T1;2, and T2;1 have positive
slopes (and, as we have just explained, the first two
overlap). If we assume that Sq1  1, the pseudo-
images T1;1; T1;2 and T2;1 do not overlap, and the
total intensity IQðxÞ around them is approximately
the sum of the constant T0;0 term and the intensity












T0;0ð þ T1;2Þ: ð4cÞ
This approximation introduces an error of
about 8% in the computation of irradiance, with
respect to the exact result given by Eq. (3). A
comparison between the approximate and the ex-
act values of irradiance along the pseudoimage I2
is shown in Fig. 4, for p1 ¼ p2 ¼ 20 lm, S ¼ 300
lm, k ¼ 600 nm and z0 ¼ 0. In Fig. 2, the contrast
obtained from Eq. (3) is shown for p1 ¼ 20 lm,
R ¼ 3, S ¼ 300 lm and k ¼ 600 nm. The contrast
is defined as
C ¼ Imax  Imin
Imax þ Imin
;
where Imax and Imin are respectively the maximum
and minimum irradiance on the observation plane.
For this configuration, the three pseudoimages
I1=2, I1 and I2 appear, with slopes 1=2, 2, and 5
respectively. Modulation and contrast of pseudo-
images I1=2 and I1 strongly oscillates along the
straight lines z2 ¼ z1=2, and z2 ¼ 2z1, but pseudo-
image I2ðxÞ is stable. In order to determine the
conditions for which the pseudoimages are stable,
we calculate the irradiance distribution along the
Fig. 3. Contrast obtained using Eq. (3) and two sinusoidal
gratings of period p1 ¼ p2 ¼ 20 lm (R ¼ 1). The light source
(S ¼ 300 lm, k ¼ 600 nm) is placed at z0 ¼ 0 lm. Only the
pseudoimage Q ¼ 2 is present, and it is continuous, that is,
there is not a decay in contrast.
Fig. 2. Contrast obtained using Eq. (3) for two sinusoidal
gratings of period p1 ¼ 20 lm, p2 ¼ 20=3 lm (R ¼ 3). The light
source (S ¼ 300 lm, k ¼ 600 nm) is placed at z0 ¼ 1 mm. Three
pseudoimages (Q ¼ 2; 1, and 1=2) appear. Pseudoimages Q ¼ 1
and Q ¼ 1=2 present strong fluctuations in contrast, but
pseudoimage Q ¼ 2 is not so fluctuating.
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cos xq1 Rð½  2Þ
 cos pR
2zk
R 1ð Þ þ R R 2ð Þz2= 2z0ð Þ
z12 þ R=2ð Þz10
 
;





cos 2xq1 Rð½  1Þ
þ 1
16
cos xq1 Rð½  1Þ
 cos pR
4zk
1 2Rð Þ  2R R 1ð Þz2=z0
z12 þ z10 R
 
 cos pR
4 z12 þ z10 Rð Þzk
 
;














It is worth to note that T2;2 is stable, but its
modulation is small and it is masked by the term
T1;1, which is 8 times larger.
By determining the minima of the last cosine
factor of Ip1=2ðxÞ and I
p
1 ðxÞ, we can see that theirradiance fluctuation cannot be eliminated. In the
case of Ip2 ðxÞ, the minima of the pseudoimage
modulation are located at
z2kminQ¼2 ¼
z0zk=R
z0= 1þ 2Lð Þ  2zk
; where
L ¼ . . . ;1; 0; 1; . . . ð6Þ
When z0 > 2zk there are positive values of
z2kminQ¼2, and irradiance fluctuations still appear. In
the limiting case z0 ! 1, the minima are equidis-
tantly distributed at z2kminQ¼2 ¼ 1þ 2Lð Þzk=R. On the
other hand, when z0 6 2zk there are no positive
solutions to z2kminQ¼2 and, as a consequence, I
p
2 ðx; z2Þ
depends very slowly on z2 and a stable pseudoim-
age is obtained. To our knowledge, this effect has
not been reported before.
An example of this behaviour is shown in
Fig. 3, for which we have chosen p1 ¼ p2 ¼ 20 lm,
S ¼ 300 lm, k ¼ 600 nm and z0 ¼ 0: The approx-
imate and exact irradiance profiles along the stable
pseudoimage I2 shown in Fig. 3 are presented in
Fig. 4. The error made when we use the isolated
terms T0;0 and T1;2 to compute the contrast of IðxÞ
along the straight line z1 ¼ z2 is about 8%. The
exact profile is not completely flat, as the neglected
pseudoimages contribute and oscillate in this















Fig. 4. Comparison between the contrast obtained by Eq. (3)
( - - -) and Eq. (4) (  ) for configuration of Fig. 3, and at the
exact pseudoimage location (z1 ¼ z2). The contrast obtained by
the two equations is quite similar.
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to tolerate than the full oscillation of pseudo-
images I1 and I1=2:
In order to take advantage of the reported
stability of pseudoimages generated with sinusoi-
dal gratings, a synchronized variation of z1 and z2
is necessary. Double transmission grating systems
are not indicated to take advance of this property.
Instead, G2 can be made a reflection grating, so
that the observation plane may coincide with the
first grating. With this configuration, it is easy to
guarantee that z1 ¼ z2, whatever the particular
value of z1 could be.4. Conclusions
We have analyzed generalized grating imaging
for the case of two sinusoidal gratings illuminated
with an extended monochromatic light source. A
simple analytical expression is obtained for the
intensity of pseudoimages, and it is shown that for
certain conditions of source location one of the
pseudoimages is stable along its profile in the plane
z1; z2ð Þ. The modulation and contrast of thesestable pseudoimages is bound to smaller values
than those achieved with Ronchi gratings in os-
cillating pseudoimages. This reduction in contrast
can be easily overcome with adequate electronics.
On the other hand, the strong contrast fluctuation
that is produced by variation in the gap between
gratings makes the ordinary pseudoimages very
sensitive to optomechanical tolerances. The
pseudoimage stabilization has potential interest in
the design and manufacturing of scientific and
measuring equipment using generalized pseudoi-
maging (Talbot spectrometers and interferometers,
moire based measuring devices, displacement
measuring sensors, etc.), as tolerances in grating
positioning can be enormously increased.Acknowledgements
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